The role of virtopsy in the interpretation of great height fall lesions
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Aims and objectives

To establish the role of virtopsy in the evaluation and recognition of trauma dynamics and causes of death whenever great heights fall lesions are present.

In great heights falls we observe usually skull, pelvic bone and burst vertebral fractures. Intoxication and suicidal intent might be present.

In Feet-first impact we find association of typical fractures with feet and ankle fractures. In Head-first, we might observe isolated lesion of the skull which presents a typical pattern Fig. 1 on page 2.

Otherwise in Lateral-impacts there might be the association with pelvic lesions, rib cage fractures and pulmonary contusions.

Images for this section:
**Fig. 1:** Image showing comminuted burst fractures starting at the lateral prominent part of the skull (point of impact) which represent typical fall from great height's pattern
Methods and materials

We evaluate three cases in which corpse’s finding circumstances and external lesions were suspicious for great heights falls but there wasn’t the possibility of a sure recognition of death cause and trauma dynamics.

In these patients deceased in not well clarified circumstances we performed a whole body (apex-feet) spiral CT acquisition with a thin-section 16-raw CT scanner, in order to perform high resolution 3D and multiplanar reconstruction. We used a total beam collimation of 16x1mm, reconstruction thickness 1mm, reconstruction interval 1mm, kVp 120, mA 250, pitch 1,531, and standard reconstruction algorithm.

CT findings have been analyzed to distinguish previous or acute bone lesions; to evaluate internal organs, recognize and localize foreign objects and to discover vital signs present at the moment of trauma.

Results

In our first case the corpse was found on his back near a five-storey building. The external forensic examination showed lacerated contused wounds of the skull Fig. 2 on page 5, deep left shoulder wound, similar to gunshot’s wounds Fig. 3 on page 6, preternatural rib cage’s mobility (generally indicative of bilateral rib fractures) and no external signs of pelvic injury.

Virtopsy, performed before the autopsy, excluded the presence of foreign bodies: likely a bone fragment of the left scapula caused the deep left shoulder wound. It was also possible to demonstrate and quantify the presence of subcutaneous emphysema, as vital sign at the moment of trauma Fig. 4 on page 7.

At the level of the skull was observed a typical pattern for precipitation from great heights Fig. 5 on page 8.

The association with bilateral scapula and multiple ribs, Fig. 6 on page 9, right iliac wing ileo and ischio-pubic branches fractures Fig. 7 on page 10 allowed to establish a Lateral-impact dynamics.

The second case was a lady of 82 years-old found in the stairwell floor of her house in prone position with arms extended above the head.
The external forensic examination showed preternatural rib cage's mobility, indicative of bilateral rib’s fractures, pelvic instability indicative of pelvic fractures; shortened and externally rotated right leg indicative for non-displaced fracture of the proximal femur; preternatural mobility and deformity of the lower third of the right leg, suspicious for comminuted fractures at this level).

Virtopsy confirmed and helped to define the fractures' pattern present in all these sight of complex access at autopsy.

In particular were observed, in lower limbs, fractures at the level of right calcaneus, talus and in the distal part of tibia and fibula Fig. 8 on page 11 right femural, acetabular, ischio-pubic branches Fig. 9 on page 12 and bilateral tibial fractures Fig. 10 on page 13.

At the level of the thoracic cage: multiple rib’s fractures Fig. 11 on page 14 and sternum fracture, which has probably caused laceration of the pericardium shown by autopsy.

In this case Virtopsy confirmed the presence of precipitation from great height lesion's pattern excluding other types of harmfulness, and allowed us to hypothesize a Feet-first impact type associated with Lateral-impact trauma.

The person likely died after the traumatic hemorrhagic shock due to trauma.

In the third case in which external examination and forensic context were unclear, virtopsy helped to determine whether precipitation or investment occurred, showing a typical height falls lesion's pattern.

The corpse, discovered near a three-storey building, showed bilateral scapular Fig. 12 on page 15 / Fig. 13 on page 16 and rib's fractures Fig. 14 on page 16, right iliac wing, bilateral ischio-pubic and ilio-pubic branches fractures, Fig. 15 on page 17.

**Images for this section:**
Fig. 2: Image showing the point of impact at the level of the cutaneous tissue
Fig. 3: Image showing deep left shoulder wound, similar to gunshot's wounds
**Fig. 4:** Coronal MultiPlanar Reconstruction (MPR) showing right subcutaneous emphysema
**Fig. 5:** Head injury due to a fall from a great height. Oblique right lateral 3D VR CT image showing comminuted burst fractures starting at the lateral prominent part of the skull (point of impact)
**Fig. 6:** Oblique right lateral 3D VR CT image showing bilateral scapular and multiple rib's fractures
**Fig. 7:** Oblique right lateral 3D VR CT image showing bilateral ileo-pubic and ischio-pubic branches fractures with the association of right iliac wing fracture
Fig. 8: Oblique left lateral 3D VR CT image showing fractures at the level of right calcaneus and talus and in the distal part of tibia and fibula
Fig. 9: Oblique left lateral 3D VR CT image showing ileo-pubic and ischio-pubic branches fractures, associated with femoral and acetabular fractures
Fig. 10: Axial CT image showing right and left tibial fractures
Fig. 11: Oblique right lateral 3D VR CT image 3D reconstruction showing multiple rib’s fractures
**Fig. 12:** Axial CT images showing right scapula fracture

**Fig. 13:** Axial CT images showing left scapula fracture
Fig. 14: Oblique posterior 3D VR CT image reconstruction showing multiple rib’s fractures
Fig. 15: Oblique left lateral 3D VR CT image showing right iliac wing, bilateral ischio-pubic and ilio-pubic branches fractures
Conclusion

Virtopsy is useful for the identification and determination of height fall lesion's patterns and to reconstruct trauma dynamics.

Virtopsy, performed previously to the autopsy, allows to highlight the effects of traumatic injury on corpses, even in more complex access autopsy locations. Multiplanar CT reconstructions help in the evaluation of fractures and then to reconstruct the likely impact modality of the body on the ground in case of precipitation.

Virtopsy is a reliable non-invasive method that can be considered useful to guide a focused autopsy, and is able to provide documentation assessable at successive times, even after the body has been cremated or buried. It should not be considered a substitute, but a complementary forensic investigation; to strengthen and improve the quality of the judicial autopsy.
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